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15 pts

[AUDIO TRNIA] Welcome to Trivia Fair, KVSC's 17th Annual trivia competition. I'm
Bruce Grube, St. Cloud State University's President with your first trivia question.
Question number one is now officially open. For 15 trivia points, please tell us what SCSU
alumni is playing basketball with the Harlem Globetrotters, and what is his nickname
with the team?
-- Reggie Perkins; his nickname is
Silky (because he dribbles so much)

25pts

Who are the authors of The King, The Mice and the Cheese, a Dr. Seuss "I can read it all by
myself" book?
-- Nancy and Eric Gurney

55pts

Please give us the names of the two oceanographers from Seattle who are studying the
ocean currents, wind effects and drift pattern's, using bathtub toys that fell off a cargo ship
in January 1992.
-James Ingrahm (Jr.)
-Curtis Ebbesmeyer

25pts

According to the TV Guide, what is the title of President Clinton's favorite album of all
time, and who is the artist?
-- "Colors of the Day"
-- Judy Collins
·

35 pts

What does BVD stand for when referring to men's underwear?
-- Bradley, Voorhees & Day

90 pts

What was the name of the American citizen who was accused, convicted and executed by
the British for treason during World War II?
-- William Brooke Joyce (Lord Haw Haw)

lOpts

In the Tostitos TV ad, who is trying to claim a loss on his income taxes because of
Entertainment expenses?
-- Chris Elliott (comedian)

35 pts

Please give us the four titles of the Sand Sculptures this past year at the Minnesota State
Fair?
- Polar Cap
-- Ship at Sea
-- North American Animals
- Roman Ruins

15 pts

Who wrote The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse ?
--V. Blasco Ibanez

Hour2

lOpts

In the movie "Smokey and the Bandit," what is Jerry Reed's CB handle?
--Snowman

25 pts

What is the common name of the painting, "Arrangement in Grey and Black No. 1?"
-- Whistler's Mother

55 pts

"Auntie" was the World War II nickname of a respected British industry. What was
"Auntie's" official name?
-- "British Broadcasting Company" or "BBC"

50pts

Who are the five Dancing Judge Ito's that were seen frequently on the "Tonight Show"?
-- Hoang Ho
- Michael Gregory
-- Tym Buacharem
- Danny Lee
-- Nito Larioza

45pts

Recently, a New York Giants fan had a $1,000 bounty put on his head, and his picture
published in numerous newspapers, for throwing an ice ball during a Giants versus Chargers
football game. Who was this "unsportsmanlike" fan?
- Jeffrey Lange

125 pts

At the 1992 Minnesota State Fair, there was a stained glass model of the 1991 Ice Palace
created by George Gru in the Creative Arts building. There were several colored flags on
the outlying turrets, but there were five special flags on the inside turrets and the center
turret. Please tell us what these flags were.
-- US flag
-- Minnesota state flag
-- Brotherhood Of Electrical Workers International
-- Minnesota AFL CIO
-- Sheet Metal Workers International Association

lOpts

What New York landmark sits on an island formerly known as Bedloe Island?
-- The Statue of Liberty

50pts

The first Pillsbury Bake Off was held in what city and in what hotel?
-- New York City
-- Waldorf Astoria Hotel

25 pts

What is the name of the United States exploration and scientific base on the Ross
Ice Shelf in Antarctica?
-- Little America (1929) (Established by Richard Byrd)

Hour3

!Opts

What planet is ALF from?
-- Melmac

T.O.

Please give us the name of the theater and the city, where the stage premiere of Julie
Andrew's "Victor/Victoria" appeared?
- Ordway (Theater); Minneapolis

60pts

At the X-Files convention held on December 3, 1995 in Minneapolis, a charity auction was
held. Which charity did the auction benefit?
-- The Eras Center for Autism

45pts

In the movie, "While You Were Sleeping," what is the phone number on the side of the
Callahan & Son delivery truck?

- 708 - KLS - 2415
45 pts

Please give us the first and last names ofthe six primary characters on the TV show
"Friends."
- Chandler Bing
-- Phoebe Buffay
- Monica Geller
-- Ross Geller
-- Rachel Green
-- Joey Tribbiannie

75pts

In the comic strip Cathy, what is Cathy's last name?

--Andrews
10 pts

What is the capitol of North Dakota?
-- Bismark

40pts

What is the name of- the book and who was the author that inspired the movie The Bear ?
- Grizzly King

-- James (Oliver) Curwood
20pts

What American had the distinguished honor of being the first to receive the Nobel Peace
Prize?
-- Theodore or Teddy Roosevelt

Hour4

lOpts

What would you explore if you were a spelunker?
- caves

20pts

What was the name of the book written by Nicholas Pileggi, that inspired the
movie Goodfellas ?
-- Wiseguy: Life in a Mafia Family

75 pts

Target had its first float in the 1995 Rose Bowl Parade. The float was called "The Teddy
Bear Family Going to the Game." On the float were three Hall of Famers. Please give us
the names of these players.
-- Gale Sayers
-- Elgin Baylor
-Lou Brock

45 pts

Who wrote the song "There'll Be Bluebirds Over, The White Cliffs of Dover?"
- Nat Burton

30pts

Who discovered the first asteroid?
- Giuseppe Piazzi

75pts

What is the name of the owl that used to appear on bags of Wise Potato Chips?
-- Peppy

lOpts

What term refers to an animal that eats both plants and animals?
- omnivorous OR omnivore

45 pts

In the original movie, "Miracle on 34th Street," what was the full name of the Judge that
was appointed to Kris Kringle's case?
-- Henry X. Harper

15 pts

What is the subject that you will find in the 560's of the Dewey Decimal system?
-- paleontology

Hours
10 pts

In the new movie of "The Little Rascals," who played Buckwheat's mom?

-- Whoopi Goldberg
15 pts

Please give us the name of the city where one would find the oldest lighthouse located in
the United States?
- Boston (Boston Lighthouse, first lighted in 1716)

55 pts

What fair would be a fair without the baking and cooking contests. So we here at Trivia
Central want to know, who were the three winners of the SPAM contest, and what were
their creations this past year at the Minnesota State Fair?
- Lola Nebel - Asparagus SPAMlet
_
- Karen Redford - Hot SPAM & Artichoke Spread
-- Elizabeth Harreld - SP AM Sandwich Loaf

35 pts

What is the name of the farmer that raised Gumby's pal, Pokey?
- Farmer Glenn

50Pts

In honor of the executives at Liberty Records, Ross Bagdasaran named the Chipmunks after

them. Please give us the names of-the Chipmunks namesakes.
- Alvin Bennett
-- Simon Waronker
- Theodore Keep
70 pts .

Glenn Miller and his Army Air Forces Orchestra had a backup vocal group from July 1943
until June 1944. Please give the name of the vocal group and it's members.
-- "Crew Chiefs"
- Steve Steck
-- Eugene Steck
-- Murray Kane
-- Arthur Malvin
- Lynn Allison

lOpts

What is the oldest national park in the United States?
- Yellowstone (National Park)

30pts

What is the name of the official church of British House of Commons?
-- St. Margaret Westminister

15 pts

The four golden horses sculpture that gallantly stands on top of the State Capitol building
in St. Paul had to be sent east for repairs last year. What is the name of that sculpture?
-- (The) QUADRIGA

•

Hour6

lOpts

What island off of the coast of India, was previously known as Ceylon?
-- Sri Lanka

15 pts

What actor said "Half of this belongs to a horse someplace in the Valley," when he
accepted his Oscar for "Cat Ballou"?
-- Lee Marvin

80pts

Where are Xavier Roberts' cabbage patch kids officially "born"?
-- Babyland General Hospital (Cleveland, Georgia)

50pts

Please give us the name of the little girl, whose picture was_ the inspiration for the
Coppertone ad, showing a puppy grabbing a little girl's swim suit?
-- Cheri Bland

45pts

Recite for us the current Scout Oath of the Boy Scouts of America.
-On my honor I will do my best
To do my duty to God and my country,
And to obey the Scout Law;
To help other people at all times,
To keep myself physically strong,
Mentally awake, and morally straight.

150 pts

At the Ben & Jerry ice cream stand at the 1995 Minnesota State Fair , there were three
concert tickets shown on the collages honoring Jerry Garcia. Please give us the dates and
locations of the concerts that these three ticket stubs were from.
-- July 5, 1995: Maryland Heights, Missouri
-- July 6, 1995: Maryland Heights, Missouri
-- July 8, 1995: Soldier Field, Chicago Illinois

lOpts

Who said, "This is so corny, so dumb; this is the most corny thing I've ever done,' while in
the company of Mickey Mouse?
- Nancy Kerrigan

40pts

What is the name of the actress that portrays the cyberspace guardian angel who offers to
help guide the Net user through Rocktropolis, a virtual city on the World Wide Web?
-- Daryl Hannah

15 pts

The night club trio affectionately known as the "Rat Pack" lost its second member in
December of 1995. Please give us the birth name of this entertainer.
--Dino Paul Crocetti (Dean Martin)

Hour7

10 pts

What three letter word is another name for wildebeest?
-gnu

20pts

What music group received the first platinum album?
-- The Eagles

65 pts

Who are the only two skiers to be named Sportswoman of the Year by the United States
Olympic Committee?
- Picabo Street
-- Tamara McKinney

30pts

What actor played Major Metcalfe in Agatha Christie's "The Mousetrap," for 4575
performances, the longest run for a character in a play?
-- David Raven

45 pts

A Green Bay Packer fan credited his yellow "cheesehead" hat for helping him survive a
plane crash last fall. Who was this lucky cheesehead and what game was he returning
from?
-- Frank Emmert (of Superior, Wisconsin)
-- Green Bay vs. Cleveland

50 pts

What kind of animal is Binya-Binya on Nickelodean's Gullah Gullah Island?
-- pollywog

lOpts

Which long distance company employs Candice Bergen as a spokesperson?
- Sprint

40pts

The Minnesota Rockin' Rollers basketball team's starting forward is Chris Baker, and their
starting point guard is Todd Segal. What we at Trivia Central would like to know is what
their nicknames are.
-- Boom Boom (Chris Baker)
-- Mr. Everything (Todd Segal)

20pts

Who wrote the book "Steel Magnolias?"
-- Robert Harling

-

Hours

l0pts

What famous Blue's artist helped introduce the blue M&M?
- B. B. King

30pts

Which performer or performers, hold the record for the most appearances at the State Fair
Grandstand?
-- Willie Nelson (10 times)

55 pts

What two well-known children's programs premiered on October 3, 1955?
-- Captain Kangaroo
-- The Mickey Mouse Club

40pts

Who was the editor of the children's monthly magazine The St. Nicholas Magazine ?
-- Mary Elizabeth Mapes Dodge

40pts

Campbell's Soup has a signature white and red soup label. Please tell us what influenced
the corporate executives to choose those two colors?
-- Cornell University's red and white football
uniforms

125 pts

Near Victoria Station in London, there is a clock called Little Ben. It was a gift
representing England's and France's friendship. On the clock, is a small poem. Please give
us that poem.
-- My hands you may retard or may advance,
My heart beats true for England as for France

10 pts

What two snack foods are mentioned in the song "Take me out to the ball game?"
- Peanuts & Cracker Jacks

30pts

In the movie "Speed," what was the name of the movie playing at Graumann's Chinese
Theater?
-- "Space Odyssey: 2001"

30pts

Which cereal's slogan was ... "Nothing is better for thee than me"?
- Quaker Oats

I

Hour9

10pts

In the cartoon "Doug," what is Doug Funny's dog's name?
-- Pork O\op

25pts

Which NBA team was the first to miss every single free throw attempt in a game and how
many did they miss?
--Toronto Raptors 0-3 (they missed all three shots)

150 pts

In the movie "Jumanji," give the complete directions for playing the game to the finish?
-Jumanji, a game for those who seek to find a way to leave
their world behind. You roll the dice to move your token,
doubles get another tum the first player t.o reach the end wins.

Adventurers Beware! Do not begin unless you -i ntend to finish.
The exciting consequences of the game will vanish only when a
player has reached Jumanji and called it's name
35pts

A former Minnesota Vikings' #1 draft choice never actually played for the Vikings but now
has a son playing Major League Baseball. Please give us the names of these two athletes?
-- Jack Snow: father, and J.T. Snow: son

20pts

How many original cover illustration's did Norman Rockwell do for Saturday Evening
Post?
-- 317

60pts

On the TV show "Seinfeld", what 4 magnets are displayed on Jerry's refrigerator?
-Superman
- New York Mets
- The Statue of Liberty
-- Comedy Central's logo

10 pts

What was the 1996 Tournament of Roses parade theme?
- Kids: Laughter and Dreams

T.O.

How do you convert an Egyptian Kantar into pounds (as in weight)?
-- Multiply by 99.094

20pts

What is Mount Danali better known as?
-- Mount McKinley

HourlO

What was the cars name on the TV series "Knight Rider"?
-- KITT
25 pts

What is Viking football coach Dennis Green's current band name?
-- The Sunset Music Band

100 pts

In 1995 the U.S. Post Office came out with a series of stamps dedicated to comic strips titled
"Comic Strip Oassics," name the 20 comics it included?
-Alley Oop
-- Barney Google
- Blondie
-- Nancy
- Bringing Up Father -- Dick Tracy
-- Flash Gordon
-- Gasoline Alley
-- Katzenjammer Kids - Krazy Kat
- Li'L Abner
-- Brenda Starr Reporter
-- Little Orphan Annie -- Prince Valiant
-- Toonerville Folks
-- The Yellow Kid
- Rube Goldberg's Inventions
-- Terry and The Pirates
-- Thimble Theatre Starring Popeye
-- Little Nemo in Slumberland

35 pts

Who succeeded Loyce Houlton as artistic director of the Minnesota Dance Theater?
-- Lise Houlton

50pts

The 1st edition of the St. Cloud Times came out May 22nd, 1988, in that edition, who
appeared on the cover of the Good Times TV listing insert?
-- JoBeth Williams

60pts

Who was the founder of the Sturgis motorcycle rally and what motorcycle club did he
belong to?
- JC ("Pappy") Hoel, Jackpine Gypsies

lOpts

What phone number do you dial to order Hooked on Phonics?
- 1-800-ABCDEFG OR 1-800-222-3334

45pts

In the Grand Opening Edition of the Mall Of America Fun Book, what~ was coupon #107
good for?
-- Giggles etc!

20 pts

In what city and state was the first White House of the Confederacy located?
-- Montgomery, Alabama

Hourll

10 pts

All of the presidents featured on U.S. coins face left except one. Name the president who
faces right and the coin he's on?
--Abraham Lincoln; the penny

25pts

According to the lyrics, name all the things Alanis Morissette's hands are doing in the song
"Hand in my pocket"?
--( one is) in my pocket ,
-(one is) giving a high five,
--(one is) flicking a cigarette,
--(one is) giving the peace sign,
--(one is) playing the piano,
--(one is) hailing a taxi cab.

T.O.

For 260 trivia hell points ... From the desk of Chief Clancy Wiggurn, we want the full names
of the suspects in the who shot Mr. Bums case of 1995?
-- Abraham Simpson
-- Bart Simpson
- Apu Nahasapeemapetilan
- Barney Gumble
-- Dr. Hibbert
-- Edna Krabappel
- Grounds Keeper Willie
-- Hans Moleman
-- Homer Simpson
-- Otto
- Krusty the Clown
-- Lionel Hutz
-- Lisa.Simpson
- Lunchlady Doris
-- Maggie Simpson
-- Snake
- Mayor Joe Quimby
-- Miss Hoover
-- Moe the Bartender
- Mr. Largo
-- Principal Seymour Skinner - Professer Frink
-- Santa's Little Helper
- Sideshow Mel
--The Old Sea Captain
-- WaylonSmithers

35 pts

In the Gamma version of the card game "Magic the Gathering," what card did Star Trek's
Captain Kirk appear on?
-- Righteousness

10 pts

What is the mathematical formula for figuring pump octane?
-- (R+M)/2 Where R is Research octane and Mis Motor octane

45pts

Miss Divine Brown did a spoof advertisement for Milk, we'd like to know the phone number
in her Milk ad that you can call for more information?
-- 1-900-LIK-ITUP

Hourll

10 pts

What two NBA rivals debated the merits of hard and soft shell taco's while the happy
hoopsters biked in beanies?
-- Shaquille O'Neal and Hakeem Olajuwon

20pts

Billy Batson and Mary Batson had the unique talent of yelling out "SHAZAM" to become
Captain Marvel and Mary Marvel, respectively. It means something different for each
Marvel. What we want to know is what do the letters in "SHAZAM" stand for in each
case.
-- Billy: S.olomon, Hercules, Atlas, Zeus, A.chilies, Mercury
-- Mary: S.elena, Hippolyta, Ariadne, Zephyrus, Aurora,
Minerva.

95 pts

Japan has an amateur full-contact women's football league. Name the two teams that
competed in it's annual "Queen Bowl" that took place in Tokyo in December 1995?
-- Wildcats and Lady Kong

40pts

What five congressmen formed the rock band called The Amendments?
-- Collin Peterson
- John McHugh
-- Scott Klug
- Martin Hoke
-- Joe Scarborough

40pts

On the TV sitcom "Home Improvement," what was Wilson's late wife's name?
-- Katherine

75 pts

Which actress portrayed "Madge the Manicurist" for Palmolive and what two TV
celebrities replaced her?
-- Jan Miner; Marilyn Kentz and Caryl Kristensen

20pts

What is the name of the "Galaxy girl" that teaches you about the Solar System on the
School House Rock, Science Rock video?
- Interplanet Janet

25 pts

In 1995 what was the name of the nine year old Minnesota girl that published, wrote and
illustrated a book and what was the name of the book?
- Megan Brown, The Rainbow Burbles

35 pts

In the card game Magic, the Gathering, we'd like to know who appeared on the Power Sink
card in the Gamma version and what was he standing in?
-- Calvin (of Calvin and Hobbes) in a toilet

Hour13

10 pts

What is the name of the rainy season in southern Asia?
-Monsoon

15 pts

What was Mr. Whipple's first name?
-George

60pts

At the Douglas County fairgrounds in Alexandria, there is a building dedicated to the
founder of 4-H. Please tell us what the building is called.
-- T.A. "DAD" Erickson (building)

35 pts

On "The Kroft Supershow," who played Electra Woman and_Dynagirl?

-- Deidre Hall (Electra Woman)
- Judy Strangis (Dynagirl)
30pts

On the firstTV Guide there was a picture of Desi Amaz the Fourth. Please give us the
heading on the cover that described him?
-"Lucy's $50,000,000 baby"

75 pts

What is the name of the bar in Sturgis, South Dakota, that is home to the memorial
to bikers that lost their lives while riding?
- The Broken Spoke Saloon

10 pts

In what city and state is the Alamo located?
- San Antonio, Texas

45pts

Who plays the fictional football character Lester, on the ESPN commercials ?
--Rod Tate

15 pts

Who plays Eddie on the TV sitcom "Frasier"?
--Moose

Hour14

10 pts

Who was France's first emperor?
-- Napoleon (Bonaparte)

20 pts

What was the year, the designer and the name given to the first U.S. patent?
-- 1790, Samuel Hopkins, "the making of pot-ash and pearl-ash
by a new apparatus and process."

75 pts

The National Anthem for Chad is "La Tchadienne (Chad-yen)". What is the 1st line
in the song?
-- "Chadians, up and to work"

35pts

In the movie "Toy Story," how many hairs were on Woody's head?
-- 12,384

45pts

From David Letterman's Top Ten Ways $10 million will change the Slivniks, we need to
know the #10 answer given.
- #10 No more generic toilet paper. It's Charmin time!

75 pts

Fred Cox, longtime NFL kicker for the Minnesota Vikings, was fortunate enough to invent a
million dollar product. Who was his partner in this invention, what did they invent, and
when did this invention come out on the market?
--John Maddux; the NERF football; 1972

lOpts

In the movie "The Pagemaster", what are the names of the three books that help
Richard Tyler find the EXIT?
-- Adventure, Horror, Fantasy

45 pts

Who is Wallace Maxirnillian Smith the 97th better known as?
--Swee' Pea

20pts

What year was the Pioneer Woman statue erected on the Minnesota State Fairgrounds?
-- 1958

Hourl5

10 pts

In what State is historic Mackinac Island located?

--Michigan
25 pts

What is the name of the twins on the cartoon "Rugrats"?
-- Phil and Lil Deville

65 pts

In 1995 there were nine movies made in Minnesota, what were the nine movies?

-- Beautiful Girls
-- Fargo
-- Feeling Minnesota
-- Grumpier Old Men
- In the Line of Duty
-- Mallrats
- Mighty Ducks
-- Mystery Science Theater 3000
- Portraits from the Cloth
30pts

In the original video game "Dragons Lair," what is the name of the hero you play in the

game?
-- Dirk the Daring
20pts

"Swanee River" is the state song for which state?
-- Florida

60pts

What was the name of the Dunkin' Donuts spokesperson that had to get up and make the
donuts?
-- Fred the Baker

lOpts

Who was the first company to produce and sell a decorated glass ball ornament?
-- Hallmark

30pts

Name the infamous 1970's Oscar Mayer Bologna boy?
-- Andrew Lambrose

20 pts

On the Minnesota State Fairgrounds, what is now on the site that used to be called the Teen
Fair?
- Heritage Square

Hour16

lOpts

What is the capitol of Kentucky?
-- Frankfort

20pts

In the cartoon series Ren and Stimpy, what are Ren and Stimpy's full names?

- Ren Hoek and Stimpson J. Cat
75 pts

In the summer of '95 an air-conditioned pair of shoes was on the market in Europe. What
was the name of these shoes?
- Frosty Feet

30pts

In nautical terms what is a "Mooncusser"?

- A pirate that cussed at the moon because it gave away their
location
45 pts

If you joined the Hallmark Ornaments Collectors Club in 1995 what were the four ornaments
you received free with your paid membership?
-- Cool Santa
c- Fishing For Fun
-- A Gift From Rodney - Collecting Memories

75 pts

An American Legion Post dedicated a museum to the immortal Roger Maris. Give us the
location of the museum and the number of the post that dedicated it.
--West Acres Mall, Fargo, North Dakota; Post #2

15 pts

Give the name of the comic strip Popeye made his debut performance in.
--Thimble Theatre

40pts

Who were TV Guide's Hottest New Faces of 1995 and which show was each one on?
-- Malcolm Gets
"Caroline in the City"
-- Pamela Gidley
"Strange Luck"
-- The Brain
"Pinky and The Brain"
-Tracey Needham
"JAG"
-- Bobbie Phillips
"Murder One"
-- Kevin Kilner
"Almost Perfect"
- Rose Jackson
"The Crew"
-- Rodney Rowland
"Space: Above & Beyond"
- Drew Carey
"The Drew Carey Show"
-- Tea Leoni
"The Naked Truth"

20pts

Who was Julia Jean Turner better known as?
-- Lana Turner

Hour17

lOpts

What was the name of the beetle which was considered sacred by the ancient
Egyptians
-- scarab

20pts

When Michael Jackson's album "Thriller" became the #1 selling album of all time, what
album and artist(s) took a back seat and became the #2 selling album of all time?
-- Bee Gee's; "Saturday Night Fever"(soundtrack)

75 pts

In 1995 Phil Hartman hosted a special about commercials, what did he list as his top best
commercial jingles?
·
-- 10) "Cracker Jack Song"
9) 'Tm a Chiquita Banana"
8) "Sometimes You Feel Like A Nut"
7) "The Slinkie Song"
6) "Aviance Night"
5) "Nobody does it like Sara Lee"
4) "Ho ho ho, Green Giant"
3) 'Tm a Pepper"
2) "Plop-Plop, Fizz-Fizz"
1) "I wish I were an Oscar Mayer Weiner"

35 pts

The International Special Olympics was founded in what year and by whom?
-- 1968, Eunice Shriver

45 pts

What was the name of the man who streaked his stuff on the 1974 Academy Award show?
-- Robert Opal

60pts

Dick Wilson, the man who played Mr. Whipple in the Charmin commercials, made his
final ad appearance for a different product. What product was it?
-- A&W root beer

10 pts

What international winter sport originated in Minnesota and in what community did
it begin?
--Hockey; Eveleth, Minnesota

45 pts

What breed of dog is named after one Sir Walter Scot's fictional characters?
-- Dandie Dinmont Terrier (from Guy Mannering)

15 pts

What is the source that supplies the water for Evian natural spring water?
--Cachat Springs, Evian France

Hour18

l0pts

Give us the names of the films that make up the "Star Wars" Trilogy.
-- "Star Wars"
-- "The Empire Strikes Back"
-- "Return of the Jedi"

30pts

The country song, "Convoy," sung by C.W. McCall, started a CB craze in the 70's. According
to the song, on what day did the "convoy" take place and what was the narrators name or
"handle ?"
-- 6th of June
- Rubber Duck

90 pts

A statue of Winston Churchill, in army uniform, stands in Parliament Square in London.
The original model portrays him dressed in a different garment, but was changed at Lady
Churchill's request. What was the original garment?
-- Robes of the Order of the Garter

45pts

Give us the character names of the two men traveling the country for Subway Sandwiches
and their occupations.
- Bucky and Vinnie
-- (New York) cab drivers

30pts

Who was the 1995 Minnesota Teacher of the Year?
- Mary Blegen

125 pts

On the "John Larroquette Show," officers Eggers and Hampton bring in a retired police
Canine Corps German Shepard for bus station security. What was the dog's name, what did
he do before he retired and why did he retire?
-- Thunderbolt
- Drug detection
-- He swallowed 5 lbs. of marijuana (and blew his mind)

l0pts

Before his untimely death, what band was Kurt Corbain with?
-- Nirvana

45 pts

What is the oldest lighthouse in continuous service in the United States?
- Sandy Hook Lighthouse, NJ (first lighted in 1764)

30pts

In the movie, "The Wizard of Oz," what is Dorothy's last name?
-- Gale
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!Opts

What slogan for the TV series "X-Files" appears at the end of the opening credits?
- The truth is out there

15 pts

Please give us the first twelve prime numbers.
--2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37

50pts

In what city in Massachusetts would you find "The Museum of Bad Art?"

- West Roxbury
35 pts

What is Canada's longest river, where is it's head waters, and into what body of water
does it empty into?
_
-- McKenzie; The Great Slave Lake; The Artie Ocean

160 pts

Here is this year's Crayola Crayon Question. Please give us the names of the 16 winners of
the "Name the Colors Contest" that Crayola Crayons held in 1995, and the colors that
they submitted.
l)Tropical Rain Forest; Walker Watson
2) Robin's Egg Blue; Christopher Straub
3)Cerise;ConnieJohnson
4) Tickle Me Pink; Sam Marcus
5) Macaroni and Cheese; Adrienne Watral
6) Tumbleweed; Julee Robinson
7) Asparagus; Sharon Kopriva
8) Granny Smith Apple; Ashley Rempe
9) Purple Mountain's Majesty; Mildred Sampson
10) Timberwolf; Katherine Donohoue
11) Denim; Sherry Powell
12) Shamrock; Patricia Hoh
13) Razzmatazz; Laura Bartolomei-Hill
14) Wisteria; Lisa Maclldoon
15) Mauvelous; Susan Rissover
16) Pacific Blue; Dharam Kaur Khalsa

!Opts

What fashion designer's symbol is the swan?
-- Gloria Vanderbilt

35 pts

In the movie, "Little Giants," Ed O'Niell plays a football hero willing to coach peewee

football. What is the name of his car dealership and what is his slogan painted on the
side of the building?
-- O'Shea Chevrolet
-"You'll thank me tomorrow"
15 pts

Which state declares the mistletoe for their state flower?
-- Oklahoma
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lOpts

What biblical tribe did the giant Goliath belong to?
-- The Philistines

25 pts

Where was the original headquarters of the Ringling Brothers circus that was used from
1884 until 1918? Also what is currently on that site?
-- Baraboo, Wisconsin
- Circus World Museum

70pts

In the cartoon series, "Eek! the Cat," what is the full name of the character Sharky dog?
-- Sharky Bartholomew Shark Dog III

35 pts

Please give us the names of the two people for whom Woody the Cowboy and Buzz
Lightyear, from "Toy Story," were named after?
-- Woody Strode
-- Buzz Aldrin

45 pts

What is the name of the three stringed, triangular shaped guitar, played by folk singers in
Russia and eastern Europe?
-- Balalaika

70pts

KSTP-AM radio was on the air in 1923 with the original call letters, WAMD. Please tell
us what WAMO stood for.
-- Where All Minneapolis Dances

10 pts

What Pennsylvania candy company's special chocolate bar for Desert Storm soldiers did
not melt in heat up to 140 degrees?
-- Hershey's

30pts

What is the name of the fort on which the Statue of Liberty was built?
-Fort Wood

25 pts

Geraldo Rivera took demolition crews, camera crews, and the TV audience into the
basement of an abandoned hotel to see the secrets of Al Capone's vault. What was the
name of that Chicago hotel?
-- Lexington
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lOpts

Please give us the three films that are included in the Indian\! Jones Trilogy.
-- Raiders of the Lost Ark
-- Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom
-- Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

20pts

What is the name of the Division II college football all-star game?
-- The Snow Bowl

60pts

Retired CBS Television newsman and host of CBS Sunday Morning, Charles Kuralt recently
purchased a radio station in Minnesota. This station has been granted a license by the FCC
to broadcast personal messages, a license that few radio stations outside of Alaska are
granted. Please give us the call letters of this radio station. - WELY (Ely, Minnesota; the wilderness area serves people
who may not have electricity or telephones and can send their
messages in)

25 pts

What was the name of the St. Cloud Paramount Theatre from 1921 - 1930?
-- The Sherman Theater

40pts

Name the six stages of membership in the Cub Scouts of America.
--Tiger Cub
-- Bobcat
-- Wolf
-- Bear
-- Webelos
- Arrow of Light.

lOOpts

In the movie "Forest Gump," Gump meets Benjamin Buford Blue, otherwise known as Bubba.
In the course of getting to know each other, Bubba describes to Forest all the different types
of shrimp he and his family can prepare. Please provide us with all the shrimp concoctions
that Bubba mentions.
- barbeque, boil, broil, bake, saute, shrimp kabobs,
shrimp creole, shrimp gumbo, pan fry,
deep fry, stir fry,
pineapple shrimp, lemon shrimp, coconut shrimp, pepper
shrimp,
shrimp soup, shrimp stew, shrimp salad,
shrimp in potatoes, shrimp burger, shrimp sandwich (that's about it)

lOpts

What three reasons were given why the "Grinch Who Stole Christmas" was so grumpy?
--Shoes too tight
--Head not on right
--Heart too small

45pts

20pts

In the children's game, Clue Jr. the suspects have been given first names. What are they?
-- Polly (Peacock); Samantha (Scarlet); Wendy (White);
Mortimer (Mustard); Georgie (Green); Peter (Plum)
On the TV series "Saturday Night Live," who portrayed the baseball legend Chico

Escuela?
-- Garrett Morris
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lOpts

What sport allows only right handers to compete in order to limit on-horse collisions?
-- polo

15 pts

On what date did the Liberty Bell crack?
- July 8, 1835 (tolling the passing of Olief Justice John
Marshall)

60pts

What three women have appeared on U.S. Currency?
-- Martha Washington (face of $1 silver certificate in 1886 &
1891)
-- Pocahontas (back of $20 bill 1875)
-- Susan B Anthony ( $1 coin)

40pts

In the Crop Art display at the 1995 Minnesota State Fair, what was the scarecrow named
"Don Quixote" primarily made from?
-- Aluminum (pie) pans

40pts

What is the name for the fear of the number 13?
-- Triskaidekaphobia

85 pts

In 1994, the Colorado Silver Bullets, an all female Northern League team, made its debut.
What was the first team the Silver Bullets beat?
-- Richfield (Minnesota) Rockets

lOpts

What traditional New Year's Day football game began in 1902 when Michigan defeated
Stanford by a score of 49 to 0?
- Rose Bowl

30pts

What three towns or cities are known to have been destroyed in 79 AD, because of the
eruption of Mt. Vesuvius?
-- Pompeii
- Herculaneum
-- Stabiae

15 pts

What is the Italian opera term meaning "the first lady"?
- Prima Donna
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lOpts

On the TV series "Saturday Night Live," what instrument did the Church Lady play?
--the drums

20pts

What series of space flights during the 1960's were named after the mythological
twins of Castor and Pollux?
-- Gemini

55pts

The driver of the other car in the accident that killed actor James Dean recently died in
California. What was his name?
-- Donald Tumupseed

30pts

Give us the full title of the play that begins ... "Now is the winter of our discontent made
glorious summer by this sun of York..."
- The Tragedy of King Richard ill

35 pts

Who was Axis Sally?
-- Mildred E. Gillars OR Elizabeth Sisk

70pts

The movie " The Madwoman of Challiot," there is a message in the opening credits. What
is the message?
-- "This is a story about good over evil. Obviously it is a
fantasy"

l0pts

What plant has a fruit called a prickly pear?
- cactus

35 pts

What is the last name of the VJ on "MTV" named Kennedy?
-- Montgomery

25 pts

Who received an award from the Rhythm & Blues Foundation for the song "My Ding-aling "?
-- Dave Bartholomew
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10 pts

Whose late night show featured the saxophone playing of Bill Clinton?
-- Arsenic Hall (6/ 3/92)

15 pts

What was the title of the book that inspired the movie "Fried Green Tomatoes?"

-- Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe
70pts

According to Norm Peterson from "Cheers," what is on the "surf and turf' special at the
Hungry Heifer Restaurant?
-- Tuna sandwhich with beef gravy

35 pts

Who did the animation on the Don Knotts feature film, "The_Incredible Mr. Limpet"?
-- (Isadore) Friz Freleng

35 pts

Whq are the two people who wrote the song "Do They Know it's Christmas?"
-- Bob Geldof; Midge Ure

100 pts

During World War II, an American soldier being held at Stalag Luft III, devised an escape
plan by digging a tunnel near the perimeter of the Stalag's fence, under the cover of a
vaulting horse, which prisoners carried out every day for their exercise. What was the
name of the soldier and what was the escape plan called?
-- Eric Williams; (Operation) Wooden Horse
What is the more common name for the condition known as myopia?
-- near-sightedness

45 pts

The "Late Show with David Letterman" changed its home offices for its top ten lists in
1995. What was the old home office and what is the new home office?
-- Sioux City, Iowa (old)
-- Grand Rapids, Michigan (new)

20pts

The bayonet is named after what French city?
-- Bayonne
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10 pts

What is the numerical equivalent of the Roman numeral D?
-- 500

15 pts

What heavyweight boxing champ was known as "The Brown Bomber"?
-- Joe Louis

80pts

After being found guilty by eight LA jurors of having stolen the song, "Love is a Wonderful
Thing," Michael Boulton was heard to say, "I almost wish I had eight critics as jurors."
Entertainment Weekly took up the challange and asked eight music critics for their
opinion. Please give us the names of the eight critics polled by Entertainment Weekly.
- Don McLeese
-- David Browne
-- Dave Marsh
-- Joe Garelick
-- Jamed Bernard_
-- Craig Marks
-- Havelock Nelson
-- Michael Walsh

45 pts

Please give us the title and artist of the famous American painting featuring an old man, a
boy beating a drum, and a man blowing on a fife.
- "Spirit of '76"
-- Archibald Willard

30pts

In the summer of 1995, Warner Brothers released a new Bugs Bunny short, in conjunction
with the movie, "The Amazing Panda Adventure." What was the name of the new
cartoon?
- Carrotblanca

90pts

In the United Kingdom, on the island of Hoy, barnacle geese ravage crops during their
annual migration from Greenland. As a result of the continuing damages, the Scottish

Natural Heritage, in October 1994, appointed Britian's first official goose chaser. Who
received this unique honor?
- (Mrs.) Grace Robertson
lOpts

What is the name of the last film Grace Kelly Appeared in?
-- The Country Girl

35 pts

In 1988, the addition of Green Giant canned and frozen vegetables prompted a new name for

the Pillsbury Bake Off contest. What was the new name?
-- "The Pillsbury Bake Off Cooking and Baking Contest"
20pts

What name was used to describe the secret document leaked to the New York Times in 1971
by researcher Daniel Ellsberg?
-- Pentagon Papers
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lOpts

What US state got it's nickname because its first homesteaders crossed the border "sooner"
than they were supposed to?
-- Oklahoma

25 pts

{AUDIO TRIVIA] What is the name behind this voice of caution?
-- Dwight D. Eisenhower

80pts

At the Dan Quayle Center and Museum, their latest exhibit features the former vice
president's Little League uniform, a golf bag and skis, and a picture of Marilyn Quayle on
Rollerblades. What is the title of that exhibit?
--"The Sporting Life"

45 pts

How many performances did the musical "Chorus Line" have on Broadway?

45pts

What was Laura Petrie's maiden name?
-- Laura Meeker

75pts

In 1940, Hormel made a singing commercial for SPAM. It was sung to the tune of "Bring Back

--6137

My Bonnie To Me." Please give us the words to the SPAM song. (Please note: This years
winning team will be required to sing this song before they are awarded their trophy)
- SPAM, SPAM, SP AM, SPAM,
Hormel's new miracle meat in a can,
Tastes fine, saves time;
If you want something grand,
ask for SPAM
l0pts

On what day will the 1996 Academy Award nominations be released?
-- Feb 13, 1996

35 pts

In the movie "Pulp Fiction," Uma Thurman's character was a failed Hollywood actress.

Give us the name of the pilot television show Mia Wallace was featured in, and what her
specialty was in that pilot.
-- Fox Force Five
--knives
25 pts

In the movie "Star Wars," R2D2 and Chewbacca are playing a holographic board game in
which R2, was winning. After Han Solo explains that Chewie hates losing, C3PO suggests
a new strategy to R2D2. What exactly did C3PO say?
-- "Let the Wookie Win"
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10 pts

What was the name of the composer of "Rhapsody in Blue?"
--George Gershwin

35pts

For the Broadway musical "Chorus Line," please give us the opening and dosing dates?
-7 /25/1975 to4/28/1990

65pts

Name the seven Koopalings that Mario must beat at the end of each different level in
Super Mario #3 for regular Nintendo before he can take on King Koopa to win the game.
-- Larry
-- Morton Jr.
-- Wendy 0 ..
- Iggy
-Roy
-Lemmy
-- Ludwig von Koopa

35pts

What does the license plate read on the car that Gordon Bombay ws driving when he was
stopped drunk driving at the beginning of the movie"The Mighty Ducks"?
-- JUST WIN

30pts

In Whoopi Goldberg's movie "Telephone," what is the name of her goldfish?
--Moby Dick

80 pts

The baseball player who owned the first "Louisville Slugger" eventually acquired a total
of 200 of them, to which he gave each its own name. What was the player's name and
what was the source of the names he gave the bats?
-- Pete Browning
-- the Bible

lOpts

Who played the Joker in the 1960's TV series "Batman?"
-- Cesar Romero

35 pts

Who invented the lava lamp?
· -- Craven Walker

15 pts

[AUDIO TRMA] Before achieving fame in elected office, what government organization
did this man head?
-- Central Intelligence Agency OR CIA
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15 pts

Who was the ninth music director of the Minnesota Orchestra?
-- Eiji Oue

20pts

In the beginning of the Simpson's, what does the cash register say when it scans Maggie?
-- NRA Forever

90pts

In 1973, Hallmark came out with the 1st series Keepsake Ornaments, there were six glass
balls and 12 yam ornaments. What were the individual titles of the twelve yam
ornaments titled?
-- Mrs. Santa,
--Mr. Santa
- Mr. Snowman,
-- Mrs. Snowman,_
-- Elf,
--Angel,
-- Soldier,
-- Choir Boy,
-- Boy Caroler,
-- Little Girl,
-- Blue Girl.
-- Green Girl,

35pts

The worlds fastest talking man, John Moschitta (MO-SHEE-TA), endorsed a fame for Tiger
Games. What is the name of the game?
-- Motor Mouth

lOpts

In what city and state is the historic Charles A. Lindbergh house located?
-- Little Falls, Minnesota

55 pts

What famous Dutch artist painted "Sortie of the Banning Cock Company," and what is the
more familiar name for this piece of art?
-- Rembrandt; The Night Watch"

lOpts

In the movie "The Sound Of Music," which of the real Von Trapps played an extra?
--Maria Von Trapp

45 pts

What was the year, make, and model of the first American made motorcycle to officially
break the 100 mph barrier?
--1912 Excelsior X-Twin; (made by Excelsior-Henderson)

15 pts

In 1986 Burger King launched a $40 million campaign during the Super Bowl, it featuring a
new icon, what was his name?
-- Herb the nerd
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lOpts

What valuable diamond from the first Inspector Clouseau film, lends it's name to the
series?
- The Pink Panther

15 pts

What sport would you be watching if you traveled to Hialeah, Ascot, and Pimlico?
- Horse racing

75 pts

Hour 10 began with the song "New York, New York" beneath the voices of announcers Chris
Weiss and Troy Mumm as they began their "Trivia Coast to Coast" airshift. Please name
the cities or communities included in the title of the next five songs of Hour 10.
-- Spanish Harlem
-- Atlantis: City
- Baltimore
-- Rockville
-- Atlanta

40pts

In January of 1982, what was the inexpensive item KVSC -FM gave away during "KVSC
Live from the Sunken Lounge" station promotion?
-- Canned Clouds

25pts

What Indonesian island, west of Java, erupted in 1883, causing the loudest noise heard in
all recorded history?
-- Krakatoa

65pts

The town of Waters, Arkansas changed it's name in 1936 in honor of a then famous
radio show. What is the name the town adopted and what was the name of the
radio series?
-- Pine Ridge; "Lum and Abner"

lOpts

What article of clothing served as a sailing ship for Wynken, Blynken and Nod?
-- Wooden Shoe

40pts

In the comic strip "Bloom County" Milo dreamed that he was a syndicated cartoonist
thrown into a dungeon for having missed a deadline. What was the name of the dungeon
and who else was there to keep him company?
- Dungeon of misbehaving cartoonists
- Gary Trudeau

15 pts

What does the company Dunkin Donuts call their donut holes?
-Munchkins
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lOpts

What state was the first of the original 13 to enter the union?
-- Delaware

20pts

What year did Morris the Cat first appear on TV and what product did he endorse?
--1968, 9-lives cat food

75pts

Who was the guest of honor that spoke at the dedication of the 4-H building on the
Minnesota State Fairgrounds in 1939?
-- (Governor) Harold Stassen

35 pts

In the Disney cartoon "Gargoyles," name the "Star Trek: The_Next Generation" alumni who
provide voices for the show and name the characters they portray?
-- Jonathan Frakes: Xanatos
-- Mirina Sirtis: Demona
-- Michael Dom: Cold Stone

50pts

Shaquille O'Neill endorsed a host of candy bars put out by Neilson candy. Please tell us the
names of all those "Shaq Snaq's".
--mr. big
-- crispy crunch
-- malted milk
-- sweet marie
-- choclairs

60pts

Who was the local amateur photographer chosen by the St. Cloud Park and Recreational
Department to take photo's of Munsinger Gardens for calendars, photos, sweatshirts, tshirts, postcards and posters?
-- Larry Grover

15 pts

On the 1995 Minnesota Department of Revenue Individual Income Tax fonn M-1. what does
line 8 read?
-- Subtract line 7 from line 4. This is your Minnesota taxable
income

45pts

According to Stimpson J Cat, what is the unluckiest day of the year?
-- Tuesday, "Marge" 17th

30pts

Everyone knows that Dana Carvey played the Church Lady on "Saturday Night Live," but
what is the Church Lady's real name on the show?
-- Enid Strict
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10 pts

On the TV series "Saturday Night Live," what was the catch phrase that Chevy Chase
used when he started his "Weekend Update?"
-- "(Good Evening) I'm Chevy Chase and you're not."

25 pts

What is the highest spire or steeple that Christopher Wren ever built?
-- St. Brides (Fleet Street)

50 pts

Please give us the name of the first woman to receive a medical degree from the University
of Rome?
-- Maria Montesorri

45pts

What was the name of the club that the Rolling Stones kicked off their "Voodoo Lounge"
tour?
-RPM Club

20 pts

Which cruise lines runs Super Sport Cruises, where you can sunbathe on the decks with
notable football, hockey, basketball or baseball players?
- Norwegian Cruise Line

105 pts

One of the highlights of the 1991 Minnesota State Fair, was the appearance of a songwriter
at the Minnesota Public Radio Booth. Hosts Dale Connelly and Jim Ed Poole asked the
songwriter to write a song about the State Fair right on the spot, using suggestions offered by
the listeners gathered near the booth. About an hour and a half later this artist had
composed a song. Please give us the name of the artist and the chorus of this song.
--Ann Reed;
Minnesota,Minnesota
We are South of Manitoba
We are East of North Dakota
We've got something really rare
It's fulfilling, entertaining
It's true culture you'll be gaining
Accept no imitations, it's the fair.
When it comes to food additives, what does the abbreviation - MSG - stand for?
-- Monosodium Glutamate

35 pts

In 1721, brothers James and Benjamin Franklin published an antiroyalist newspaper in the
city of Boston. What was the name of this publication?
-- New England Courant

25 pts

What long running kid show originally featured the adventures of Tom Terrific and his
Mighty Dog Manfred?
-- Captain Kangaroo
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lOpts

On the T.V. series the Brady Bunch, what is Alice's last name?
-- Nelson

30pts

Regarding the constellations, if Aquarius is the water bearer, and Aries is the ram, then
Corvus is what?
--crow

15pts

What was the string on the Nabisco· animal cracker box originally intended for?
-- Christmas tree ornament (after the crackers were gone, they
could hang the box on the Christmas tree).

30pts

What were the 1993 Oscar nominee's for Best Picture?
-- Schindler's List
-The Piano
- The Remains of the Day
-- In the Name of the Father
-- The Fugitive

90pts

Who was the winner of the first motorcycle race ever conducted as part of the Annual
Sturgis rally and what city and state was he from?
-- Al Nelson, Sheridan, Wyoming

lOpts

What is Dorthy's aunts name in the Wizard of Oz?
--Auntie Em

20pts

In the song "How do you solve a problem like Maria," what does Sister Marguerite

(Marg-a-rate-a) say on Maria's behalf?
-- Maria makes me laugh
45pts

And now for the 1996 Trivia Fair Crash Test Dummy question. What is the name of
the Dummies' dog and cat?
-- Bumper & Hubcap
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10 pts

What is the name of the baby-sitter in the Calvin and Hobbes comic strip?
--Rosalyn

30 pts

In the sixth annual MTV Rock and Jock softball game, what were the names of the

two teams that played?
-- Awayboys; Homeboys
45 pts

What was the name of the person who invented the coffee filter, for whom we at Trivia
central are forever grateful?
-- Melitta Bentz

35 pts

On the TV series "Night Court," Leon was the foster charge of judge Stone. What was the
bed time story that Leon wanted Harry wanted to read as a bed time story?
-- Cocktail Waitresses from Hell

20pts

Who are the members of the music group Mike and the Mechanics?
- Mike Rutherford
-- Peter van Hook(e)
- Paul Carrack
-Adrian Lee
-Paul Young

85 pts

Who were the 1995 Jurors for the 84th Annual Fine Arts Exhibition and the Minnesota State
Fair?
- Wendell Arneson
-- Perci Chester
-- Marian Ortolf Bagley
- Laura Stone
- Robert Briscoe
-- Jean Matzke
- George Slade

10 pts

What silent film star had the nickname of Great Stone Face?
-- Buster Keaton OR Joesph Francis Keaton

20pts

In Wall Street terms, who is a bear?

-someone who believes the market will decline
20pts

Who wrote the classic play The Trojan Women ?
- Eurpides
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10 pts

What mythical nymph's name also mean a repetition of a sound?
-- Echo

15 pts

What part of the human body contains the metatarsals and the phalanges?
-- the foot

60pts

What's in Ben & Jerry's Wavy Gravy flavor ice cream?
-- Caramel & Cashew Brazil Nut ice cream with Chocolate
Hazelnut Fudge Swirl & Roasted Almonds

20pts

What was the name of the 1991 National Miss T.E.E.N?
-- Sarah Dawn Hammer

40pts

What was the name of the first supermarket opened by Clarence Saunders?
-- Piggly Wiggly

150 pts

Please give us the ingredients of the Hard Rock Hurricane, a bartenders special at the
original Hard Rock Cafe, in London. You must be specific
-(Billed as "the suicidal drinkers personal internal explosion-a liquid nuclear holocaust", the Hard Rock Hurricane
contains:)
Jamaican rum, light rum, gin, amaretto, pineapple juice,
grapefruit juice, o.j., and grenadine

25pts

What novel about a small town Southern lawyer won a Pulitzer Prize for author Harper
Lee in 1961?
- "To Kill a Mockingbird"

lOpts

According to the commercials, what can be found in a McDonald's Big Mac.
-- Two all beef patties; special sauce; lettuce; cheese pickles;
onions on a sesame seed bun

30pts

On the TV show "The Brady Brides," which was a spinoff of the"Brady Bunch," what was
the name of Marsha's husband, and what did he do for a living?
- Wally Logan; Toy salesman
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10 pts

What child star made directing the movie "Paper Moon," "one of the most miserable
experiences" of Peter Bogdanovich's life?
-- Tatum O' Neal

15 pts

What are the state colors for Nevada?
-- Silver and blue

75 pts

[AUDIO TRIVIA} What is this actor's name?
-- John Wesley Shipp (as the Flash)

30pts

What scandal , named for a Wyoming oil field, made headl4:tes in 1922?
-- Teapot Dome

40pts

In the TV series "Highlander," what is the name of the character portrayed by Roger
Daltry?
-- Hugh Fitzkarin

55 pts

Please give us the name of the US warship that was saved from destruction by the
publication of a poem in the Boston Daily Advertiser?
-- USS Constitution OR "Old Ironsides" ("Old Ironsides" by
Oliver Wendell Holmes)

lOpts

Because of all the enjoyable disputes over who shot Mr. Bums, I would like to ask you all
again ... who shot Mr. Bums?
-- Maggie (Simpson)

25pts

On the Saturday morning TV show, "Sing Me a Story, with Belle," Belle has two friends
that are bookworms. Please give us their names.
-- Lewis and Carol

20pts

What lawn sport was named after an English Duke's country estate?
-badminton
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lOpts

[AUDIO TRNIA] Who plays the bubble-headed blonde daughter on this TV show?
-- Christina Applegate

15 pts

What pitcher has received four straight Cy Young Awards?
- Greg Maddux

50pts

Who were the two youngest participants at the Minnesota State Geographers' Fair held at
the Science Museum of Minnesota in St. Paul?
--Joshua Hites and Taylor Gombos (from Lincoln Elementary,
St. Cloud)

30pts

In the movie "Spaced Invaders,' a group of Martians lose contact with their base ship. In
trying to trace a transmission from the base ship, they over here a radio broadcast which
prompts them to visit Earth. What was the broadcast they heard?
-- "War of the Worlds" (a rebroadcast of the Orson Welles
classic)

35 pts

In the TV series "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine,'' what is Miles O'Brien's favorite sea
chanty, that he sings, while he kayaks on the holodeck?
- "Louie, Louie"

125 pts

McDonalds is currently running a commercial which depicts small children as potential
Olympic hopefuls. The original 1992 version of the commercial shows 10 children
performing events. To make our life on the phone bank easier, we'll just ask you to give us
the names of ,2 of the children and the Olympic event which coincides with each of them.
-- Carlos Tapia Ruano - Soccer
-- Utte Gruenwald - Backstroke OR Swimming
- Akim Gawale - Track OR Running
- Kelly Peterson - Equestrian
- Pericles Synopolis - Greco Roman Wrestling
-- Satcha Kotanaka - Volleyball
- Bob Watson - Rings
-- Anessio Franzoni - Cycling
- Jacques Buclet - Discus
-- (Anatole) OR (The Powerful) Nosovitsky - Weightlifting

10 pts

How much money do you receive for passing "GO" in the British version of Monopoly?
-200pounds

40pts

In the cartoon "Doug", what is Doug Funny's Jr. High School principal's name?
-Mr. Buttsavitch (BUTT-SAVAGE)

15 pts

When grouping animals, what would you call a group of .geese, in flight as well as on the
ground?
.
--skein (flight)
-gaggle (ground)
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lOpts

Please give us the different color wedges that are found in Trivial Pursuit?
-- Pink, Orange, Brown, Yellow, Blue, Green

25 pts

In the sixth annual "MTV Rock and Jock" softball game, who's statue was next to third

base?
-- Babe Ruth
90 pts

[AUDIO TRIVIA] What are the names of the six actors who have portayed this character
on the big screen?
-- Lewis Wilson
-- Robert Lowery -Adam West
-- Micheal Keaton - Kevin Conroy
- Val Kilmer

40pts

What is the name of the book and the author that the movie "Dangerous Minds," was
based on?
- "My Posse Don't Do Homework"
- Lou Ann Johnson

30pts

What is the common name of the plant "Nepeta Cataria"?
-- catnip

75 pts

The famous picture of Uncle Sam's "I Want You," recruiting poster was based on a recruiting
poster from England that was actually a drawing of Field Marshal Lord Kitchner. Who
did the original English artwork and on what publication cover did it first appear on?
-Alfred Leete; London Opinion (5/9/1914)

10 pts

What New Hampshire Ivy League college was chartered in 1769 by King George III for the
education of Native American youths?
- Dartmouth

30pts

In the movie, "Coming to America," What was the name of the barber shop at the bottom of

the apartment building, where Prince Akeem was staying?
-- MY-T-SHARP
20 pts

Who invented the kaleidoscope?
-- Davod Brewster (1816)
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10 pts

In what year were homo-sapiens first discovered?

--1868
25 pts

What is the name of Kraft's mascot for their rnacoroni and cheese product that you would
find on the store shelves today?
--Cheesasaurus Rex

50pts

After more than 50 years of battling within the confines of their own comics companies, DC
and Marvel comics decided to let it loose. A comic book and card set was put out titled "THE
BATTLES OF THE CENTURY" and, where available, you coll_ld get your hands on a ballot.
Okay, for 50 trivia points, give us the five battles listed pitting a DC character against a
Marvel character for each battle.
- Batman vs Captain America
-- Hulk vs Superman
- Superboy vs Spiderman
- Wolverine vs Lobo
-- Wonder Woman vs Storm

15 pts

What Canadian hard rocker provided back-up vocals for the MacKenzie Brothers hit sing
"Take Off' (or"Take off to the Great White North")? To keep you from ripping your hair
out, how about if I told you that he is the lead vocalist in another band. What a RUSH!
-Geddy (Getty) Lee (From the band RUSH)

25 pts

Between the end of the Revolutionary War and receiving statehood, Tennessee was known
by another ,name. Give us this name.
--Franklin, or Frankland

60pts

In the John G. Avildson Best Picture Oscar winning film "Rocky," give us the names of

Rocky's two pet turtles?
-Cuff and Link
20 pts .

What local chiropractic firm's staff won the 1995 best Chiropractic Team in the State of
Minnesota? We are just looking for the name of the firm.
--Williams Chiropractic

25pts

Most of us are aware that Cal Ripken beat Lou Gehrig's record of 2130, but what we would
like to know, is what was the total number of consecutive games Rip ken had at the end of
the season?
-2153

20pts

(AUDIO TRIVIA) Give us the full names of the two singers in this group.
--Jan Berry and Dean Torrence
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35pts

[AUDIO TRlVIA] The team that won this game from what state?
-- North Carolina

15 pts

Please give us the name of the two materials that audio and video tape are made of?
-- mylar and acetate

75pt

In the comic strip "Calvin and Hobbes," Calvin filled out a reader survey, for Chewing
magazine. The survey asksed for the amount of money spent on chewing gum a week, age of
person answering the survey and favorite flavor of chewing gum. In order to mess up the

data, what did Calvin fill in for the survey?
-- $500.00 (money spent per week)
-- 43 (age)
-- garlic/ curry (favorite flavor)
40pts

In the August, 1976 issue of the Ladies Home Journal, several hundred students from fifth

grade through high school were asked to name their favorite hero or heroine. What was
their unanimous #1 choice?
-- O.J. Simpson (Gee, maybe that's where Shapiro
found the jury?!)
45 pts

In 1994 Playmate toys introduced Star Trek Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles. On the back of
the packages, each turtle gives their favorite classic Star Trek episode. Please give us the
names of the episodes and which turtle likes which one.
-- Donatello - Mudd's Women
- Raphael - Trouble with Tribbles
-- Leonardo - The Menagerie
- Michaelanglo - Where No man has gone before

95 pts

Please give us the names of clown marquees found outside of Circus Circus in both Las Vegas
and Reno.
-- Lucky (Las Vegas)
-Topsy (Reno)

10 pts

What is Ernie's favorite bathtime toy?
-rubber duckie

30pts

In the 2nd Annual Rush Awards, who won in the category of Excellence in Communication?

-Rush Limbaugh
25pts

At the recent American Music Awards, who took home the award for favorite artist of the
year?
-nobody (Garth Brooks won, however, in a tribute to all
musicians, he refused to accept an award that implied he was a
superior musician)
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!Opts

Please give us the five colors that can be found on any box of Creamettes Pasta.
-- green, yellow, black, whire, red

25 pts

Where and what date was the original Hard Rock Cafe established?
-London
- June 14, 1971

50pts

According to comedian Jeff Foxworthy, what are the gifts for a rednecks 12 days of
Christmas?
-- 12 packs of Bud
- 11 wrassling tickets (wrestling)
-- a tin of Coppenhagen
-- 9 years probation
-- 8 table dancers
-- 7 packs of Red Man
- 6 cans of SPAM
- 5 Flannel Shirts
-- 4 (big) mud tires
-- 3 shotgun shells
- 2 hunting dogs
-- some parts to a Mustang GT

35 pts

An episode of the TV series "X-Files" featured a death row convict, Luther Lee Boggs. He
claimed to be psychic and have knowledge of the whereabouts of two kidnapped college
students. Luther had a different four Jetter word tattooed on the knuckles of each hand.
What were the two words? (keep it clean!)
-- Kiss
-- Kill

35 pts

What three songs, sung by Dean Martin, can be found in the film "Grumpier Old Men?"
- That's Amore'
-- Volare'
-- Inamoratta

65pt.s

What college was actor Patrick Stewart, of Star Trek fame, addressing when he stated the
following; "I never went to Starfleet Academy and never sat at the feet of groundskeeper
Boothby, and I wouldn't know a space-time continuum or warp-core breach if they got into
bed with me?"
-- Pamona College

!Opts

What is the oldest academic building on the St. Cloud State University campus?
-- Lawrence Hall

35 pts

What are the names of the two cats featured in the Charmin Double Roll commercial?
-- Muffin and Boomer

25 pts

At the 1995 Cannes Film Festival, Pamela Anderson arrived and departed in a motorboat.
What was the name of that motorboat?
-- Power Trip One
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lOpts

Last week, KVSC revealed their 1995 album of the year, as chosen by staff and listeners.
What album received that honor?(title and artist please)
- The Jayhawks; "Tomorrow the green grass"

30pts

What was the name of the character that Mercedes Ruehl played on the TV sitcom
"Frasier"?
-- Kate Costas

55 pts

What TV series is the first to be produced by DreamWorks, the production company formed
by entertainment titans David Geffen, Jeffrey Katzenberg arn;l Steven Spielberg?
-- Champs

30pts

Please give us the names of the finalists and winner or winners of the 1995 School Award,
presented by the Wallace S. Chute American Legion Post 76 of St. Cloud.
-- Eric Putz
-- Katie Benda
- Beckie Volbert
- Kurt Sauer
-- Deanna Mendel
-- Stefan Theimer
--Tim Meyer
-- Tikisa Walker
-- Chris Diedrich
- Amy Moeller and Krista Hove were joint winners

35pts

What was the name of Civil War general James Longstreet's horse?
-- Hero

80pts

Minicon is a science fiction convention held in Bloomington every Easter. This year (1996), a
few select individuals will be displaying the initials, W.H.A.M., on their person. What
do these initials stand for?
- Waste Handling At .Minicon
Please give us the name of the Newsletter of the District 742 Community Schools that is
sent to resident of St. Cloud.
- Connections

35 pts

Please give us the name of the first live band to play at DeSoda's Nightclub.
--Top Notch

30pts

What was the name of Charles Band's 1982 low-budget horror movie that Demi Moore
appeared in?
-- Parasite
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lOpts

What pitcher has received four straight Cy Young Awards?
- Greg Maddux

30pts

Name the sci-fi heroes that Buster Crabbe portrayed?
-- Flash Gordon; Buck Rogers

60pts

In the movie "A Christmas Story," Ralphie receives a letter and a secret decoder ring as a

member of Little Orphan Annie's Secret Circle. Ralphie read the letter out loud. What did
he read?
- "Be it known to all and sundry that RaJph Parker is hereby
appointed a member of Little Orphan Annie's Secret Circle and
is entitled to all the honors and benefits accurring thereto.
Signed, Little Orphan Annie, countersigned Pierre Andre' "
45 pts

On their menu, who does the Hard Rock Cafe, London, thank for helping with the
vegetarian menu?
-- Linda McCartney

40pts

What actor declared, via America Online, "I like to play dramatic roles but it is hard for
someone my size to be taken seriously?"
-- Dudley Moore

85pts

In 1965 a dress was made of butter cartons from Minnesota dairies and was worn by Princess

Kay of the milky Way. Who conceived this idea?
- Howard Ryan
lOpts

What was the title of the 1995 KVSC Trivia Weekend?
- Dial T for Trivia

45 pts

In 1983, Nicole Kidman was cast in an Australian holiday movie. Please give us the name

of that show.
-- "Bush Christmas"
35pts

On the TV sitcom "Frasier," what happens to Niles when he tells a lie?
- His nose bleeds
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l0pts

Where would you look in Manhattan to find the "Strawberry Fields," named in honor of
John Lennon?
-- Central Park

25 pts

What is the name of the novel by Garrison Keillor about a Minneapolis radio station during
the industry's early days?
- "WLT: A Radio Romance"

65 pts

In the 1995 draft, the Green Bay Packers picked up a Division II All-American from Iowa
named Adam Timmerman. In what round was he picked, what overall pick was he, and
what college did he attend?
-- 7th round, #230 overall, South Dakota State.

30 pts

In what city did the first great five cent store, better known as Woolworth's open?

- Utica, New York
50pts

What was the original title of the Pillsbury Bake off?
-- (The) Grand National Recipe and Baking Contest

lOpts

What natural substance is subdivided into three main classifications of igneous,
metamorphic, and sedimentary?
-rock

300 pts

· In keeping with our theme this year we thought our biggest point question this year should
be on the Minnesota State Fair. Ok, here for 300 points please list all the foods that were
available on a stick at the 1995 Minnesota State Fair. You must Be SPECIFIC!!!!!
-- Bomb Pops
-- Candy Apples
-- Carmel Apples
-- Cheese on a stick
-- Chicken on a stick
-- Chocolate Covered Banana(s)
-- Chocolate Covered Cheesecake
-Com Dogs
-- Cotton Candy
-- Fried Swiss Cheese on a stick
-- Fried Jalapeno Pepper Cheese on a stic!<
-- Frozen Fruit Bars
-- Fruit and Cheese Kabobs
-- Gefilte Schtick OR Kosher Fish Sausage
-- Ice Cream
- Hot Dogs on a Stick
-- Kiddi Kabobs
- Mini Kabobs
-- Old World Sausage on a stick
-- Peace Pops
- Pickles on a stick
-- Pineapple on a stick
-- Pineapple dipped in Chocolate
- Poncho Dogs
- Pork Chop on a Stick
- Pronto Pups
-- Taffy Pops
- Turkey on a stick
-- Vegetable Kabobs
- Watermelon on a stick
-- Walleye on a stick
- Wonder Bars
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10 pts

Because of the tilt of the earth's axis, what is missing during arctic winter?
-- The Sun (sunlight)

15 pts

What French artist painted a series of pictures of water lilies in his gardens in Giverny,
even though he was almost blind?
-- Claude Monet

60 pts

Please give us the name of the three men who traveled in a red double decker bus, to 18
countries from November 1988 to December 1989?
-- Hughie Thompson; John Weston; Richard Steel

30 pts

What were the 3 CB handles used by the Duke family (Bo & Luke, Daisy, and Uncle Jesse)
on "The Dukes of Hazzard" television show?
-- (Bo & Luke)
"Lost Sheep"
-- (Daisy)
"Little Bo Peep"
-- (Uncle Jesse)
"Shepherd"

35 pts

In the cartoon, "One Froggy Evening,'. ' Michigan J. Frog is placed in the cornerstone of a

building that was being erected. What is written on that conerstone?
-Tregoweth Brown Building 1955
135 pts

[AUDIO TRIVIA] Please give us the title of this piece of music and the name of the artist
who arranged, performed, and produced it?
- "Panopticon Eight - Regeneration Mix"; Mark Ayres

!Opts

What actor played the lion in the film, "The Wizard of Oz?"
--Bert Lahr

30pts

In regarding the constellations, if Aquarius is the water bearer and Aries is the ram then

Grus is the what?
-- Crane
20 pts

This past year Nancy Kerrigan married her agent. Who was the "lucky" guy?
-- Jerry Solomon
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10 pts

Who directed the feature film Apollo 13, released in 1995?
-Ron Howard

20pts

You may need a pen and paper for this one. Add the number of above ground floors in St.
Cloud's tallest building to the number of paddle/players (little plastic guys) per side on a
standard foosball table. Divide this number by the number of streets in St. Cloud that go
from the north side of Division to the south side of Division, but do not intersect Division
Street. And finally, subtract this number from the number of teams registered for Trivia
Fair 1996. We would just like a number, please.
--29

--(13 floors in Sherburne Hall)
--(11 Paddles/Players)
--(2 Streets)
--(41 Trivia Teams)
-(13 + 11 = 24, 24/2 = 12, 41 - 12 = 29)
55pts

David Koresh, former leader of the Branch Dividians, released an album in 1993, strangely
called "Voice of Fire." Can you give us the two tracks off that album?
-- Book of Daniel; Sheshonahim

30pts

Name the sci-fi heroes that Buster Crabbe portrayed?
-- Flash Gordon; Buck Rogers

40pts

All of the following information is based on the comic books, so for 40 trivia points, here it
is: During the Secret Wars, Spiderman had his costume destroyed. Fortunately, he was
able to produce a new one, only to find out the costume was a living entity. After Spiderman
disposed of this entity, it went in search of new host bodies. It succeeded in taking over two
new hosts, now two of Spiderman's greatest foes-on most days. What we want to know is
who were the two individuals that the entity possessed, if you will, and what were they
known as when the entity had possession of them?
--Eddie Brock, Venom
--Cletus Casady, Carnage

65 pts

[AUDIO TRIVIA] Please give us the names of the two stars in this TV show.
-- Robert Culp and Bill Cosby (I Spy)

lOpts

How many spots are there on a pair of dice?
-- 42

30pts

In the sitcom, "Cheers," to whom is Carla refering when she says: "they draw women like
flies, they treat women like flies and their brains are in their flies."
-- Tortelli men

25 pts

Whose picture is on the front of the 1934 $100,000 bill?
- Woodrow Wilson
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!Opts

What are the names of the two lab mice who star in a series that was spun-off of the Steven
Spielberg's "Anamaniacs" cartoon.
- Pinky and Brain

20pts

What is the name of the helicopter who stars in the childrens books written by Her Royal
Highness, The Duchess of York, Sarah Ferguson?
-- Budgie

75 pts

Please give us the names of the the man and the woman who are pictured on the Fingerhut
billboard that proclaims; "Wanted: Energetic, Hardworking Men and Women."
-- Kate Nohner
-- John Theis

30pts

In the movie "Pete's Dragon," what is the name of the village in which the story takes
place?
- Passarnaquody

30 pts

What famous rock musician said: "Most rock journalism is people who can't write,
interviewing people who can't talk for people who can't read?"
-- Frank Zappa

75pts

[AUDIO TRNIA] "The Good Egg" is the title of a 1939 song that was used to begin many
Warner Brothers animated short cartoons. At the very beginning of the song, a steel guitar
is used to slide into the song, and then is used as a backup instrument. Who was playing the
steel guitar?
--Fred Tavares

!Opts

Historically, who is known as the "Lady with the Lamp?"
-- Florence Nightengale

25pts

In the history of the Academy Awards, what was the only year the Best Actress award
was a tie, and who were the two recipients?
-- 1968; Katherine Hepburn, Barbra Streisand

45 pts

What is the name of the woman who was hired to portray Aunt Jemima at the World's
Columbia Exposition in Chicago?
-- Nancy Green
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10 pts

What kind of animal is Timon from Disney's "Llon King"?
-- a meerkat

25 pts

It seems that everyone can have their own infomercials or merchandise catalogs and Cher
is no exception. Please give us the title of her catalog of home furnishings, most of which
are copies of her own personal belongings.
--SANCTUARY

75 pts

On the TV show "Frasier," movie star Rosie Perez had a vocal guest appearence as a call-in
patient on Dr. Crane's radio show. What was the name of her character?
- Francesca

50pts

In one of the last Outland comic strips, drawn by Berke Breathed,. Steve Dallas ran away,
on a bus, with another comic strip character. What was the character's name and in which
cartoon does the character appear?

-- Mark; Doonesbury
45pts

[AUDIO TRIVIA] Name the actor who plays the lead character on this TV show.
-- Jason Alexander ("Duckman")

60pts

What did Robert Leroy Ripley, creator of "Believe It or Not!", name his Long Island
mansion?
-- BION (short for ll.elieve It Qr Not)

lOpts

Who was the Grand Marshal for the 1995 Rose Bowl Parade?
- Kermit the Frog

35 pts

In the 1995 NAPA 500 NASCAR race, Jeff Gordon earned enough points to win his first
Winston Cup Championship. Please tell us who won the NAPA 500 NASCAR ...E.a.c.e1
-- Dale Earnhardt

20pts

What day is considered National Ratcatchers Day?
-- July 22
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lOpts

Who is the new (current) manger of the Detroit Tigers?
-- Buddy Bell

30 pts

Name the Alpha star of the constellation Libra.
-- Zubenelgenubi (zoo-bee-nell-ga-noo-bee)

70 pts

What country is the worl.d's largest manufacturer of false teeth?
-- Liechtenstein

45 pts

[AUDIO TRIVIA] What is the title of the piece of music this~ is introducing?
- "A quick one (While he's Away)"

30pts

What is the name of the trophy awarded to the winner of the Iowa - Minnesota college
football game and who was it named after?
- Floyd of Roseville (trophy)
- Floyd B. Olson (then governor of Minnesota)

65pts

In the song "Book of Love," by the Monotones, what is the advice given in each of the four

chapters.
- Chapter l: "says to love her love her with an
your heart."
- Chapter 2: "you te)] her you're never never never
never ever going to part"
- Chapter 3: "remember the meaning of romance"
- Chapter 4: "You break up. but you give it just one more

clli!.Ili:f.."
lOpts

What team became the Minnesota Twins?
--Washington Senators

35 pts

What is the Turkish word for "cymbal maker"?
--Zildjian

30pts

In the Animaniacs parody of the Power Rangers, what are the 3 animals that Wakko ,
Yakko and Dot "morph" into?
--Platypus; Anteater; Blowfish
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10 pts

In what U. S. city would you find the Shopko Corporate headquarters?
-- Green Bay (Wisconsin)

30pts

Jerry Lewis recently finished a Broadway tour in the musical "Damn Yankees". What part
did he play?
-- the Devil

150 pts

[AUDIO TRIVIA] For an easy 150 Trivia Fair points, please give us the titles of these songs
and their artists.
-- Sir Duke - Steve Wonder
-- Knock Three Times - Dawn
-- One Bad Apple -The Osmonds
- Come and Get Your Love - Redbone
-- Shy High -Jigsaw
-- That's the way (I like it) - KC & the Sunshine Band
-- Back Stabbers - O'Jays
-- Rock and Roll Hoochie Koo - Rick Derringer
- Hocus Pocus - Focus
-- Cover of the Rolling Stone - Dr. Hook

40pts

The author who wrote the "Curious George" books was Hans Augusto Rey. What was the
title of his first book?
--"Cicily G and the Nine Monkeys"

30pts

What are the names of the 3 main monsters on "AHHH ... REAL MONSTERS " on
Nickelodeon?
-- Obleena, Crumb, Ickis

00pts

The company Urban Decay of Southern California, has come out with a new line of nail
polish and lipstick in alternative colors. Please list the 12 colors that their nail polish is
available in.
-- Oil Slick
-- Plague
--Roach
--Smog
--Mildew
-- Frostbite
-UV-B
-- Radium
-- Uzi
-- Pallor
- Bruise
-Ozone

10 pts

Who was the original Bozo the Clown?
-- Larry Harmon (Chicago Broadcaster)

15 pts

What is engraved in the base of the Iwo Jima Statue at Arlington National Cemetary?
-- "uncommon valor was a common virtue"

15 pts

Which cruise lines runs SuperSport Cruises where you can sunbathe on the decks with
notable football, hockey, basketball or baseball players?
-- Norwegian Cruise Line
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lOpts

Who was the person who read the first question of the 1996 Trivia Fair Contest?
- Bruce Grube

25 pts

[AUDIO TRIVIA] What movie gave us this line?
-- The Bridge on The River Kwai (1957)

75 pts

Kevin Eastman, of Teeange Mutant Ninja Turtle fame, opened, on October 13, 1992, a fine
art museum focusing strictly on comics. What is the name of this museum (only the 2nd of its
kind) and where is it located
--The Words and Pictures Museum of Seq11ential
Art, Northampton, Massachusetts

40 pts

"Radio, a voice that goes from one end of the world to the other." This definition was
deciphered from a source originating over 1500 years ago. Can you please give us this
"spiritual" reference that the definition "radio" was first derived from?
-- The Talmud

20pts

At D.B. Searle's restaurant the placemats are copies of a Pan Motor Company stock
certificate. What is the stock number, and the total price paid for all shares of stock on the
certificate?
-- No.# 50542: $100.00

50pts

Over a span of 50 years, Norman Rockwell had produced some of the most recognized covers
for the likes of Boy's Life, Literary Digest, Rampart's, and others, but he is most famous for
his illustrations of Saturday Evening Post. Give us the month, day and year of his first and
last original illustration on his first run of Saturday evening post?
--May 20,1916 (first)
--December 14, 1963 (last)

lOpts

Give the name of the ranch in Detroit Lakes, Minnesota that is host to WE FEST?
--Soo Pass Ranch

30pts

In the movie Jumanji ,what does the postrnarker read where they buried the game?
-- lM Brantford

30pts

At the end of the final episode of Howdy Doody, Clarabelle the Clown finally spoke after
years of silence. What did he say?
--"good-bye, kids"

